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Project progress

Partners

We hope this newsletter finds you well
and you have enjoyed summer!
A lot has happened since our last
newsletter in April!
After the Circular Behaviour Index had
been finalized, the CLAY team fully focused

AUSTRIA
Bit management Beratung GmbH
www.bitmanagement.at
www.proceed.co.at

on developing the CLAY training materials.
In our 3rd virtual TPM before the summer
holidays on 13.07.2021, we finalized the
training content and decided on a new tool
for creating the digital training materials:
Articulate Rise.
With

this

tool,

we

can

create

CZECH REPUBLIC
ProEduca z.s.
www.proeduca.cz

more

interactivity and we will also offer the
digital training materials as downloads for
LMS

(Learning

Management

integration to include and

System)

use learner

tracking!
bit and ProEduca have updated and quality

ITALY
Training 2000
www.training2000.it

checked the digital materials and guide
documents

for

learners,

teachers

and

trainers over summer, and all partners have
pilot tested the English version internally.
By the end of September, the English
version of all training materials was updated
and finalized.

TURKEY
Solution Based Training and Consultancy
www.sbtc-tr.com
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CLAY Snapshot

Next steps
With

our

next

virtual

TPM

on

29th

of

September, we have finalized the English version

Virtual meetings?

and kicked-off translation and go-live of the
English version - it will be online (via project
website/OER platform,) by the end of October
2021.
In parallel, we start translating to the partner
languages German, Italian, Czech and Turkish. We
will pilot test the national versions in November
and December to assure a going live of the final
CLAY training program in all national language

Already business as usual!

versions in January 2022!

Final quarter
Project CLAY will reach its end in January 2022.
Despite the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and a
trying summer in all partner countries (e.g.
weather extremes, fires), we are sure to finalize
CLAY on time.
At the same time, climate change is becoming an
increasingly important topic for politics, policy
makers – and all of us! This clearly highlights the
importance of training

young people on the

concept of circular economy and boosts our
motivation to cover the final steps towards
achieving a positive impact with our project
results!

Visit Us Online!
CLAY Website
CLAY on Facebook
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